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Ski Tracks in the Kyrgyz Tien Shan
Alpine Club ski-mountaineering

T he scent of lilac drifts about the overgrown parks and leafy streets of
Bishkek. Above the marble facades and golden cupolas shimmer the

jagged snow peaks of the Kyrgyz range. A day's travel later, apple blossom
is opening in irrigated orchards punctuated by an occasional pink froth of
flowering peach or nectarine. Above the shores of Lake Issy-kul, mountains
appear piled all the way to the Chinese border. It is spring in the valleys,
winter in the Tien Shan.

We drive up the Barskoon gorge through herds of sheep and goats, cattle
and horses, herded towards higher pastures by nomad children who ride as
if born in the saddle. But this is early April and as we approach Kumtor
goldmine I realise that not only is the road clear but also most of the slopes
below 3800m, hugely different from my experience in 2003 when 6WD
vehicles had been abandoned in deep snow after straying off the road.

Fortunately Lake Petrov is still frozen solid, so 40 minutes and 2km after
setting foot on the ice we set up camp 1 on a sandy beach beneath the snout
of the Petrov glacier. It makes a mockery of the hours of Herculean effort
forcing a route through the moraine foreshore alongside the melting ice
when we last tried this route in May 2006. Nevertheless there are penalties;
the camp is at 3730m and having jumped 2000m in the five-hour drive,
headaches are obligatory.

That evening we are surprised to see another pair of skiers crossing the
lake towards us. They turn out to be Joris and Wytze from the Netherlands
who had read my MEF report on the 2006 expedition. Next morning they
head south with their single shared pulk, a bright blue plastic baby bath
bought in Karakol. Cheap maybe, but it's nothing like as well-behaved as
our sledges.

Meanwhile we struggle up the convoluted glacier to leave a cache. Re
turning, Stuart is caught by a small avalanche on a short but steep slope
amongst the broken facets of the glacier. It's enough to take him eff his feet
and our concerns about snow conditions are strengthened. Overnight snow
fall lingers into a dull dawn; also our headaches are worse, so we take a rest
day. During the afternoon, Gordon, Gethin and I find a safer alternative
route onto the glacier.

Next morning we break camp and skin across the lake in the lee of the
glacier's crumbling cliffs, skirting pressure ridges where the weight of glacial
ice bears down upon the frozen lake; it could be a scene in the Arctic. By
afternoon, however, we can't tell the difference between blasting at the
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distant mine and the rumble of snow as it settles in huge plates beneath our
skis. At one time or another we all break through the softening surface into
disconcertingly unconsolidated snow.

Camp 2, at just under 4300m, has more stable snow conditions, and we're
encouraged enough to attempt our first peak next day, though Gordon's
headache keeps him in camp. We skirt debris from a collapsing cornice
and climb steeply and obliquely to reach the saddle just above it, then ski
down onto the glacier beyond. With skins back on, it's a steady pull up to
the colon the west ridge of our peak. We manage a little further on skis,
then have to scratch across an ice band in crampons until we can kick steps
up the broad ridge to the summit at 4836m. We decide to name the peak in
true (former) Soviet style - Pik ISOth Anniversary of the British Alpine
Club - and grade it PD. There are great views of a snow-clad Tersky Ala
Too and I linger taking photos and logging the GPS data. In doing so I
miss Stuart putting a leg into a hidden slot on the way back to the skis,
splitting his knee open. Adele steri-strips the wound. Back on skis, Stuart
takes off at speed, hoping to make camp before his knee stiffens irretrievably
- and he does. We all get a skiing 'high' on the fine run all the way to the
foot of the pass.

Our next peak is to the east and as we climb up under its south-west face
we are surprised to find fresh tracks of snow leopard. Ice lurks beneath the
snow so we abandon plans to skin up the face and leave skis at a glittering
ice boss on the west ridge. Trying to sneak past the boss we fmd wind
polished, armour plating and rope up for a short pitch. Then deep snow
forces us onto the rocks of the ridge, but it's good to swing up from handhold
to handhold, kicking steps or balancing delicately on frozen-in rock flakes
until we break out onto the upper snowfield and traverse to the summit
ridge. The icy conditions lead us to alternate ice screw protected pitches
with sections of soloing until we eventually make the corniced summit at
4887m. It has to be Pik Ak Illbirs (snow leopard in Kyrgyz.) There are fine
views west towards Pik ISOth and we grade the route AD. Afternoon
sunshine softens the ice sufficiently to ease our descent and a long schuss
down the glacier brings us back to camp where Stuart had been resting his
injured leg.

Over the next couple of days we head east again to climb two more peaks
from the pass at the head of the glacier. One is a steep whaleback of sheet
ice rising to a narrow fin of snow and rock at the 47S0m summit (PD+);
the other is a corniced ridge that reaches 48lSm before dropping off steeply
into a fierce little cirque to the north (PD). Later we decide to name them
Pik Plavnik, Fin in Russian, and Pik Solidarnost, Solidarity, because it was
the only peak that we all climbed. From the latter summit it is clear that
our proposed route linking several glacier systems will take us far too low
for safety in the prevailing conditions. We decide to break camp and head
for the north-facing glacier bays to the south of us.
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110. Above
Taking a rest on the ascent of
Pik Ak Illbirs. Pik 150th is in
the centre background.
(Dave Wynne-Jones)

Ill. Right
Tough hauling on steep slopes
during the ski-out at the close
of the AC Ak-Shirak expe
dition, Kyrgyzstan.
(Dave Wynne-Jones)
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Unfortunately as we lose height the snow conditions become increasingly
difficult. We make heavy going of the descent and are lucky to find a good
campsite on a medial moraine. Next day, whilst making an early crossing
of the glacier to the south in an attempt on the peak opposite, the snow
repeatedly gives way beneath us with a resounding whump. The collapse
of a serac from the flank of the mountain and plenty of evidence of avalanche
from adjacent slopes convince us to back off, climbing nervously up the
northern edge of the main glacier to scout the major pass to the east. It's
passable but would involve further descent with the attendant deterioration
in snow conditions. It's a thoughtful ski back to camp for all of us.

That night we talk it through and decide we've pushed our luck far enough.
Gethin wants to have a go at the largely rocky peak to the east of us but
Stuart doesn't fancy it and the rest of us are non-committal, saying we'll
wait for him in camp. So it's strange that four of us head out next morning
for the short skin up the side of the moraine before launching on to the
rocky slopes above. Adele and I take ~oo long trying a direttissima, scrambling
over balanced boulders in ski boots; nothing much tumbles but it all feels
like it might. Gethin and Gordon are luckier. Taking an oblique line they
strike upon a shallow snow gully that takes them through the rocks to the
summit snowfield. There, Gordon doesn't trust his alloy crampons enough
on a hard ice band so it's only Gethin who makes the fust ascent of our
final summit, 4727m at PD. He names it after his Mam, Pik Mari.

And that's it. There's nothing much more we can do. After what had
clearly been an exceptionally warm winter, we would have to be satisfied
with our five fust ascents. I call in our transport on the satphone and we
head back down the glacier and across the lake. But there's a sting in the
tail. A margin of melt-water circles Lake Petrov. We opt to make difficult
double carries over two ice and moraine ridges to gain the beach where we
had camped before. By morning however the melt-water has been bridged
by two inches of new ice and the old ice beyond is sound so we load up the
pulks and skin easily back to the road-head.

The mountains, of course, go on looking spectacularly beautiful. It is
clear there is a lot more ski-mountaineering and climbing to do in the Ak
Shirak, but not this time. We have been privileged to know something of
what the early pioneers must have experienced in the Alps when virtually
nothing had been climbed and they could look out for a likely peak and
climb it with some assurance that theirs would be its fust ascent. How
fitting that we should share this taste of pioneering while celebrating the
150th anniversary of our Club.

Summary: An account of a ski-mountaineering expedition to the Ak-Shirak
range of Kyrgyzstan organised to celebrate the l50th anniversary of the
Alpine Club. The team explored an extensive glacier system and made fust
ascents of 5 peaks.
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